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chilly! If you pay a little more, equipment, suits
and fins can be provided.

Taking to the water we immediately found
the beautiful reefs in the Japanese Garden,
Aqaba’s most popular reef for snorkeling. We
also spent time drifting over other reefs such
as the Rainbow Reef and Seven Sisters - all
very near one another. We saw, amongst
many other things, clownfish, a number of
meek lionfish (though highly venomous, they
tended to be hiding beneath coral or within
wrecks), pipefish, masked puffer fish, parrot-
fish and a huge humphead wrasse fish. 

The visibility was so good that we decided
to swim over to some of the wrecks,  one sim-
ply named ‘The Tank’, and the C-130 Her-
cules aircraft wreck, the most recent addition
- it was once a military transport aircraft since
donated from the Royal Jordanian Air Force.

After some time, my boyfriend started to
hold his breath and freedive; very quickly he
was diving to depths of about five or six me-
ters. Swimming down to glimpse the wrecks
close-up, he even managed to spot a little li-
onfish sitting in the cockpit of the plane! 

My diving experience
We got fitted and kitted, starting our dive

at South Beach. We drifted along a gorgeous,
teeming reef gradually, as my ears tend to
equalize pretty slowly. Once we were com-
pletely comfortable we swam along to the
Cedar Pride shipwreck. Nothing can prepare
you for the ship’s dramatic form coming into
view, lying peacefully on one side. Getting up
close is even more surreal; with almost 35
years of underwater activity sprouting from all
angles of the ship, it’s a haven for marine life.

Next was our personal highlight. We
ducked and dived into the interior of the ship.
Our instructor pointed upwards, and as I
looked up, it was as if I was looking at the sur-

face just above my head. At 16m deep, this
couldn’t be possible. Confused, we glided to-
wards what we discovered to be an air pocket
within the ship! When the Spanish cargo ship
was carefully sunk in 1985 by the World
Wildlife Fund, this bubble formed by chance,
and the air is kept (mostly) fresh by experi-
enced divers releasing air from their tanks
into it every so often. We took our breathing
regulators out and were able to verbally ex-
claim our surprises before setting off again
into the water and back to shore.

When to go to the Red Sea
November is the perfect time for a Red

Sea exploration. You can expect great visibil-
ity, lower rates at hotels and comfortable tem-
peratures both in and out of the water. Other
decent times to go are late January through
to May - though this period can see more
divers and higher accommodation prices -
and October. I’d recommend a minimum of a
few days to a week to spend diving in Aqaba,
or an afternoon to two days if you’re just
snorkeling. — www.lonelyplanet.com


